Nowadays dense stereo matching has become one of the dominant tools in 3D reconstruction of urban regions for its low cost and high flexibility in generating dense 3D points. However, state-of-the-art stereo matching algorithms usually apply a semi-global matching (SGM) strategy. This strategy normally assumes the surface geometry pieceswise planar (Hirschmuller, 2008) , where a smooth penalty is imposed to deal with non-texture or repeating-texture areas. This on one hand, generates much smooth surface models, while on the other hand, may partially leads to smoothing on depth discontinuities, particularly for fence-shaped regions or densely built areas with narrow streets. To solve this problem, in this work, we propose to use the line segment information extracted from the corresponding orthophoto as a pose-processing tool to sharpen the building boundary of the Digital Surface Model (DSM) generated by SGM. Two methods which are based on graph-cut and plane fitting are proposed and compared. Experimental results on several satellite datasets with ground truth show the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed DSM sharpening method.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing availability and resolution of the space-borne imagery are drawing great attention in generating valuable 3D content of the terrain and ground object. Typically, stereo matching algorithms are applied to generate DSM for those 3D content, which usually smooths the depth discontinuities on building areas with narrow streets. Although ad-hoc or adaptive tuning of the smooth penalty parameters may seem to work to a certain degree, while it is often a research question of how these parameters should be appropriately selected. Given that in a top-view mapping scenario, the orthophoto corrected by the produced digital surface model often preserve building boundaries well, it is reasonable to consider a post-process strategy that directly leverage the consistency on the building boundaries both on the DSM and orthophoto.
Related post-processing methods generally take pixel and contour/line as primitives (pixel-based and contour line based). The pixel based methods (Huang and Zhang, 2016; Park et al., 2015) normally give a support window centered at pixels on the boundaries which defines the neighborhood of each pixel, and utilize the disparity of neighbor intensity-similar pixels to refine the disparity of central pixel. For example, in the work of (Huang and Zhang, 2016) , the possibility of correct disparity value in the neighborhood is calculated and aggregated first to generate a belief value first, then those belief values are propagated such that pixel having lower aggregated belief will receive propagation from the higher belief pixel with similar color. The contour/line based methods (Qin et al., 2018; Hirschmuller, 2008; Li et al., 2015) refine the entire boundary set instead of individual pixels. They usually extract building boundaries or line segments first, and then use plane function to refine the disparity of these boundaries. For example, in the work of (Qin et al., 2018) line segments are firstly extracted and matched for the two input images, then planes are fitted based on disparity for those matched lines, finally a plane-based adjustment procedure is applied to enhance the disparity. There are also some researches on using external information to refine the DSM boundary, for example the building footprints are utilized in the work of (Brédif et al. 2013) DSM building boundary. However, those methods might be limited by the availability of the data and the registration accuracy.
Straight line segments (Lu et al., 2015; Von Gioi et al. 2010 ) on the orthophoto preserves important information about the building boundary, which can be used to cut out the falsely smoothed building boundary pixels and make sure that straight instead of zigzag boundary can be obtained in the DSM. Therefore, in this work, we proposed two methods that takes line segments extracted from orthophoto as constrains to adjust the DSM such that erroneous depth values on the boundary will be corrected and shape of boundary will be clearer. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the proposed methodology in detail, which is followed by the experimental results in Section 3, and finally the conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
METHODOLOGY
In general, the proposed method takes a DSM and its corresponding orthophoto as input, then the building boundaries and line segments are extracted from the DSM and orthophoto images, respectively. After that, one method which utilizes the graph cut algorithm to adjust the position of the DSM boundary pixels, and another method which applies plane fitting to adjust the values of DSM boundary pixels are proposed to sharpen the building boundary.
Pre-Processing
To refine the building boundary, firstly we need to identify the boundary in the DSM and orthophoto. However, general line segment detector like LSD (Von Gioi et al. 2010) and CannyLines (Lu et al., 2015) will not only extract the line segments on the boundary but also those on the roof or the ground. To eliminate those non-building line segments, we propose a solution to use the building boundary extracted from the DSM to filter out those outlier line segments, which contains the following two steps:
(1) DSM Building Boundary Extraction For DSM building boundary extraction, we applied the morphological tophat operation on the DSM, which will find out the bright spots of the image that are smaller than the structuring element. However, since the sizes of objects on the DSM vary a lot, a single constant structuring element will probably not be able to extract all the objects, we thus adopt a robust tophat operation which combines the outputs of a series of structuring element together to form the final result. In our experiment, the sizes of structuring element range [10, 400] with an interval of 10 pixels. With the final result of tophat operation, which is a binary mask of building segments, the building boundaries can be easily extracted by contour detection. Figure 1 (b) shows the final result of tophat operation on one of the resting regions.
(2) Orthophoto Building Line Extraction For building line extraction on the orthophoto, we utilize the LSD detector which can generate reasonable line segments as well as eliminate the outliers. To filter out those non-building line segments, we utilize the building boundaries extracted from the above step, and then create a buffer zone for those boundaries to identify the building boundary region, which results a binary image with 1 denotes building boundary region, 0 denotes other. Line segments with more than 50 percentages lay with the buffer region will be kept as the building line segments, while the others are removed as non-building ones. Figure 1 (c), (d) shows the original and filtered line segments on one of the testing regions. As can be seen from it that the DSM boundary buffer zone is a good information to get rid of those non-building line segments. 
Boundary Adjustment
Given the filtered line segments, we want to adjust the DSM pixels to make the boundary as sharp as possible. To achieve this goal, one can shift the position of DSM boundary pixels to make them align with the straight line, one can also modify the value of DSM boundary pixels on each side of the line segment to enforce there to be a line segment on the DSM. For the first one, we propose a graph-cut based adjustment method. While for the second one , a line based adjustment is proposed.
(1) Graph-cut Based Boundary Adjustment Graph-cut is (Boykov et al., 2001) can be used to solve the energy function minimizing problem as follows:
Here we have a finite set of data points P and a finite set of labels L, D(p, p ) is the cost of assigning data point p with a label p , which is known as the data term, V pq ( p , q ) is the cost of assigning neighboring pixels (p, q) with labels ( p , q ), which is known as the smooth term. The graph-cut then utilizes the max flow algorithm to find out the optimal solution which minimize the energy function. In this case, data points P is the contour pixels extracted by tophat on the DSM, the label set L is defined as the offset of contour pixels, which is a 11 × 11 grid centered on the pixel as follows: Figure 2 The label set L is defined as a 11 × 11 2d offset grid centered on the pixel. For each data point p = (x p , y p ), the cost of assigning it label p = (x , y ) can be defined as follows:
+ x , y p + y ) 10, ℎ Here the line buffer is generated based on the filtered building line segments with a buffer size of 2 pixels. To make sure that pixels on the same contour are continuous after the optimization, we also add the smooth term which is defined as follows:
V pq ( p , q ) = { 2, ∥ p − q ∥ < 5.0 100, ℎ Here q is the pixels in data point p's neighborhood which is defined as the following 8 pixels of data point p in the contour sequence. The smooth term is designed to make sure that the neighboring data points on the same contour should not have very large difference on their label, thus the resulting contour after optimization will not be broken. Having defined the data term and the smooth term, the graph-cut can then solve the energy function minimization efficiently within a few seconds. After that, for each boundary pixel, we can get its offset vector from its label, we also set the offset vector of those internal pixels far away (20 pixels) from the boundaries as (0,0) because they are not supposed to be adjusted. The offset vectors of all the remaining pixels are thus interpolated by the offset vectors of those boundary and internal pixels. Finally, the adjusted DSM can be formed by shifting the pixels on the original DSM with their corresponding offset values. Figure 3 demonstrates the result of graph-cut based boundary adjustment method on a testing image. As can be seen that the graph-cut method can keeps the well-aligned boundary pixels unchanged, while adjust other pixels well with the image.
(a) original boundary (b) graph-cut boundary Figure 3 Comparison between the DSM boundary before and after graph-cut based adjustment. Boundary pixels on the bottom are well aligned with the image after optimization.
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To further explore methods that can be useful for DSM boundary sharpening, we also proposed another line based boundary adjustment method which directly utilizes the line segments extracted form the orthophoto to guide the fitting of plane on the DSM.
More specifically, given a line segment extracted from the orthophoto, we firstly use a rectangle buffer to define its neighborhood. Only pixels inside the neighborhood will be considered for plane fitting. Considering the fact that the distance between buildings varies a lot in different region, it is reasonable to set different values of buffer size for different line segments to get better result. We thus proposed an adaptive strategy for the determination of the buffer size. As introduced in the pre-processing procedure, line segments are filtered by the DSM boundaries. Those boundaries are generated via tophat with different sizes of structuring element, which means that we can somehow utilize the size of the structuring element to represent the width of the building. The implementation details are as follows. Firstly, for each value of structuring element size ranging from [10, 400] with an interval of 10 pixels, we combine its result with all the pervious results to generate the binary mask image and then extract contours from the combined mask and save the contour to an image. Then, given each line segment we traverse all those contour images to see that on which contour image does the line segment is within the buffer area of the contours for the first time, and set the width of the line segment as the index of the contour image. That is to say, if a line segment is overlapped with contours on the first contour image, we will set the line's width as 1, while that will be 40 for the last contour image. Finally, the buffer size is set as which can then be easily solved via least square algorithm. After the fitting of plane, we then calculate the adjusted DSM values for each pixel in the set S by taking its position (x, y) into the plane function. To make the DSM smooth after plane fitting, a feather operation is also implied. This adjustment procedure continues until all the line segments near the building boundary have been processed, which results the final adjusted DSM. Figure 4 shows the DSM before and after line based adjustment, we can see that the line based method can trim the original zigzag boundary well into straight line, which is much better in vision.
(a) original DSM (b) DSM after adjustment Figure 4 Comparison between the DSM before and after line based adjustment. The zigzag boundaries on the original DSM are adjusted well to straight line, the blur is due to the feather operation. 
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EXPERIMENTS Test regions
The proposed two methods have been tested on the ISPRS dataset on urban classification and 3D building reconstruction which contains DSM with a 9 cm ground sampling distance and corresponding three bands orthophoto. Also, the LiDAR point clouds in this region is provided, which makes it possible to perform quantitative analysis of the proposed methods. For testing, three patches with size 2048×2048 in pixels are cropped from the Vaihingen data (as Figure 5 shows), the corresponding area of each patch is thus 184m× 184m. To test the robustness of the proposed methods, these patches are chosen in industrial region, sparse residential region and dense residual region, superlatively. For the industrial region, buildings are bigger and sparser than the residential region, which is easier for matching based DSM to generate good building boundary. While for the dense residual region, buildings are smaller and closer to each other, which makes it difficult to separate them in the matching based DSM.
(a) test region 1 (b) test region 2 (c) test region 3 Figure 5 The testing regions utilized in our experiments. First row: the three bands color image (near infrared, red and green), second row: the corresponding DSM (9cm resolution) generated by matching, final row: the corresponding ground truth DSM (25cm resolution) generated from Lidar point clouds.
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Evaluation
To analysis the performance of the methods quantitatively, we firstly generate a ground truth DSM from the given LiDAR point clouds. The resulting LiDAR-derived DSM thus has a ground sampling distance of 25 cm. Then given a computed DSM and the LiDAR-derived DSM, we calculate the RMSE of all the pixels on the DSM and those on the boundary, respectively. To choose pixels on the boundary, we generate a buffer zone for the boundaries with the buffer width equals to 5 pixels, 10 pixels, and 20 pixels, respectively to see the residual distribution pattern near the boundaries. Table 1 shows the RMSE errors between the DSM computer from original input (denoted as DSMori), DSM computed using line segment (denoted as DSMline), and DSM computed via graph-cut (denoted as DSMgc).
Comparing each row, we can find that the RMSE increase from industrial region to dense residential region with the buildings getting smaller and closer. Comparing each column, we can see that the whole-image RMSE of DSMline is the smallest one among all the three DSMs. This is partially due to the reason that the plane fitting process has a averaging effect on the DSM values on the boundary, which may lead to small variance of DSM values and thus reduce the RMSE errors. The DSMgc gains the greatest whole-image RMSE, this is probably for the reason that the graph-cut method shifted more pixels than the other two methods (as can be seen in Figure 6 ). As to the RMSE of boundary pixels, both methods proposed in this work achieves better result than the original DSM, with an averaging improvement of 2.3% and 3.2%, respectively. The DSMgc happens to gain the smallest RMSE in all the tests. A reasonable explanation can be that the smooth constrains in graph-cut makes the pixels on each contour are adjusted as a whole, thus more boundary pixels will be modified to shift toward the boundary than the line segment based method which refine each line segment individually. Figure 6 is a demonstration of the relationship between the RMSE and the buffer size of the building boundary. Combining Figure 6 and Table 1 , we can see that on the boundary region, the RMSE are constantly reduced with the increasing of the buffer size, which is consistent with the previous observation that the RMSE on the boundary is greater than that on the whole region. Figure 7 shows the overall and detailed RMSE error distribution of DSMori, DSMline, and DSMgc on the second testing region, respectively. As we can see from the second row that both the proposed method can reduce the RMSE on the boundary. The difference is that, the line segment based methods tends to flatten the boundary region to reduce the RMSE because of its plane fitting procedure, while the graph-cut based method tends to generate uneven boundaries due to its pixelwise optimization procedure. To further demonstrate the effect of the proposed DSM boundary adjustment methods, Figure 8 shows the detailed pixel-level cross-section analysis of two boundaries. As can be found in Figure 8 , the both the two proposed methods have significantly improved the RMSE. For the first case, the RMSE is improved c (a) RMSE in region 1 (b) RMSE in region 2 (c) RMSE in region 3 Figure 6 Variation of RMSE with the buffer size of building boundary on three testing regions. It can be seen that the RMSE reduces with the increasing of the buffer size.
